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When deciding to rent, lease or purchase a forklift there are so 
many brands, dealers and options that the decision can quickly 
become confusing and sometimes downright difficult. Here 
are some easy points to consider to help you come out of the 
deal with the equipment you need at the right price, along with 
great service after the sale!

What is Capacity & Why Do I Need to Know It?

The rated capacity of a forklift is the amount of weight it is able 
to lift. Forklift capacity is found on the unit’s data plate along 
with other important information. Keep in mind that the higher 
you are lifting a load the lower the capacity will become. If 
you add an attachment this will also effect the unit’s capacity. 
Most capacities are rated at a 24” load center. Before decid-
ing on what forklift to purchase or rent, make sure you have 
a good idea of the weights and sizes of the loads you intend 

to lift. Any good dealer can help you with this if needed. The 
most commonly used capacities range from 3,000-6,000 pound 
units, however forklifts can range anywhere from 2,000-65,000 
pounds or more. The more the unit can lift, the more expen-
sive it is. It is important to know what capacity unit you need 
not only to make sure you get the job done, but that you get 
it done safely. Using a forklift with too small of a capacity can 
cause damage to the goods you are lifting and can be potential-
ly deadly to operators and those around them.

Lift Height & Collapsed Height

Along with capacity, you also need to know how high you want 
to lift your material and if you have any height restrictions. Lift 
height can be key if you are working on projects that reach 
above the typical 188”-189” of a triple stage upright. “Quad” 
units have a fourth mast, allowing them to lift to heights of 
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240” or more. A forklift’s collapsed height is measured from the 
tallest part of the unit to the floor, when the forks are com-
pletely lowered. This measurement is important if you have low 
doors or ceilings in the building you are working in, or in the 
trucks you are loading/unloading.

What is My Application? How Does This Help Me Choose My 
Forklift?

When selecting a forklift one of the very first questions that 
should come to mind is “What am I using this forklift for and 
where am I using it?” The answer to that question is your 
application. What are you using it for: to stack pallets, move 
large rolls of paper, carpet or logs, piping? The possibilities are 
endless. Where are you doing the primary lifting: in a ware-
house, outside on asphalt, gravel, mud, grass, in the woods? 
The product you are moving and the type of environment you 

are working in determines your application. The type of applica-
tion you have determines certain specifications on your forklift 
such as the type of fuel, tires, and any attachments you might 
need. If you are working in an environment where certain safe-
ty precautions must be taken talk to your dealer about specially 
safety-rated units. If you are working outside in grass or mud 
and have heavy loads to lift, ask your dealer about rough terrain 
and four wheel drive units.

Attachments

There are multiple attachment options available for your fork-
lift. Carton clamps, rotating clamps, sideshifters, marble clamps, 
battery retrievals, drum handlers, carpet poles, push-pulls, fork 
positioners and hydraulic clamps are all examples. Once you 
have established your capacity and application with your deal-
er, ask about attachments and if they could benefit you. Special 



attachments may also increase the residual value of your unit. 
When purchasing a unit with more than one feature or at-
tachment you may want to consider a forklift that has a fourth 
operating lever. Talk to your dealer to decide what attachment 
options are best for you.

Fuel Options

You also have multiple fuel options to consider when selecting a 
forklift: electric powered, gaso-
line, LP gas, diesel and dual fuel 
gasoline/LP gas. Your application 
can help determine which fuel 
source to choose along with cost 
and preference. If you are work-
ing inside in a closed facility it is 
unlikely that you would want an in-
ternal combustion unit because of 
the exhaust fumes, so an electric 
powered forklift would be ideal. 
However, electric forklifts are gen-
erally more expensive to purchase, 
and their batteries require specific 
chargers and special care & main-
tenance. If you need a heavy-duty 
forklift chances are it will be diesel. 
Dual fuel forklifts offer flexibility 
and a little more mobility, in that 
if you run out of gasoline you can 
simply switch the unit over to LP 
gas to finish the job. The cost and 
availability of fuel is something 
to keep in mind, as this will be a 
required expense through the life 
of your forklift.

Tire Options

Forklifts have numerous tire 
options. Cushion, air pneumatic, 
solid pneumatic and foam-filled 
are only some of them. Again, 
knowing your application will help 
determine the correct tire for your 
forklift. If you are working primar-
ily indoors, on asphalt or cement 
then a smooth cushion tire will do. 
These tires are also available in a 
non-marking style, which will keep 
black marks off the floor. If you are 
working outside on rough asphalt, 
in gravel, mud or grass you will 
need a pneumatic tire. These tires 
have actual tread and add more 
of a cushion between the forklift 
and the ground. Keep in mind that 
forklifts do not come with their 

own suspension. The tires on your unit can greatly influence 
the comfort of your operators. Aftermarket tires that wear 
longer are also available. Consult your local dealer for your best 
options.

Warranty

Just like automobiles, new (and sometimes used) forklifts come 
with warranties. A common forklift warranty covers major com-
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ponent repairs for one year/2000 hours, and wearable items for 
around 90 days. Certain parts may also be covered for a longer 
period. Extended warranties are available for an additional 
price. Be sure to ask the dealers you are consulting about the 
different warranty options that their manufacturers offer. Some 
are better than others, so check thoroughly. Before making any 
major repairs to your forklift always consult your dealer first. 
Even if the unit it is out of warranty there is still a possibility 
that the manufacturer will offer a little assistance, especially if 
the unit has low run hours.

Maintenance and Service

We are so quick to compare purchase, lease or rental prices 
that we easily overlook the costs associated with maintaining 
our forklifts. This can lead to trouble in the long run. Manufac-
turers have recommended services that should be performed 
on their units at certain intervals. Review these with your 
dealer along with planned maintenance and periodic main-
tenance options. Planned maintenance is usually scheduled 
every 200 hours or 30-120 days, depending on how much you 
use your unit. This service includes oil & filter changes, fluid 
checks, lubrication and other various maintenance depending 
on your type of unit. Periodic maintenance is less frequent and 
covers differential fluid changes along with other less common 

maintenance, and occurs approximately once a year or every 
2000 hours. A good dealer will offer you planned and periodic 
maintenance packages for your forklift, and come to your loca-
tion routinely to perform them. This also gives the technician a 
chance to notice any existing or potential problems and correct 
them before they lead to larger failures. If you are leasing a 
forklift then you will have the option to purchase a full main-
tenance package and let the dealer take care of everything, or 
service the unit by your own means. The latter option, while 
presently saving you money, may cost you in the end if you 
return the unit from lease with failed parts. If you are renting 
a forklift as a short-term rental then all maintenance excluding 
damages/abuse, daily fluid checks & battery watering should be 
covered by the dealer.

The Right Dealer

This is perhaps the most important decision you will face when 
looking to purchase, lease or rent a forklift. Not all dealers 
are created equal! Even if you are determined to stick with a 
particular brand, at least shop around a bit before going with 
the first dealer you come across that offers your favorite brand 
of forklift. Key factors when considering which forklift dealer to 
give your business to are: reputation of the company, quality of 
the equipment, convenience of the sales process, aftermarket 
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resources, service capabilities, and overall customer service.

Reputation: It is highly recommended that you choose a local 
forklift dealer. You want a company that has been established 
in your area for some time and has a vested interest in your 
community. Local dealers are much more likely to stand behind 
their equipment and do what they can for you as a customer 
because their reputation is on the line. If you purchase equip-
ment out of town, off of the internet or at auction then the 
person who sold it to you isn’t really going to care if you com-
plain to your co-workers about the lousy machine they stuck 
you with. Choosing a local dealer also helps you support your 
community and keep business and money at home, something 
every town can benefit from.

Quality: Forklifts are not cheap. They are large, application-spe-
cific pieces of machinery that come with a hefty price tag. If 
your business or project is to the point where you require a 
forklift you want to be sure you make the wisest investment 
possible. Doing a little research ahead of time and having a gen-
eral idea of what you want will help. Do an internet search for 
forklift reviews and see what’s being reported about the brands 
out there. Some brands cost more but last longer or offer better 
warranties, options or residual value. Some brands are less ex-
pensive because the give you less in the long run. Whether you 
choose a basic forklift or a unit with all the bells and whistles, 
you want to make sure you are getting what you paid for. Take 
the search results you find with you to your local dealer and 
discuss them. If you are in favor of a particular brand or model 
but there are some mixed reviews be honest with the salesman 
and ask him what he has experienced.

Sales Process: From start to finish the process of purchasing, 
leasing or renting a forklift should be as simple as possible. 
Again, this is why working with a local dealer will help you. 
Speaking directly to a salesman that is well versed in the 
equipment he or she represents can make all the difference in 
the world. Forklift varieties, attachment & tire options, financ-
ing, warranties and maintenance should all be covered before 
you are asked to make a decision. A good forklift salesman will 
make a strong effort to get you the correct equipment at the 
best deal possible, and follow up with you after the sale.

Aftermarket resources: These are points to keep in mind for af-
ter the sale. Does this dealer have their own parts department? 
Chances are if they stock their own parts they will be able to fix 
your unit faster when it breaks down, and that should include 
tires. Does this dealer have a rental department? When your 
unit goes down and you have to have something in its place, it’s 
a whole lot easier to get a short-term rental from the compa-
ny who is fixing your equipment than it is to shop around for 
something yourself. Also, examining the dealer’s short-term 
rental fleet prior to purchase may help you decide which brand 

& model to go with. After market resources can also include 
miscellaneous items that assist in other aspects of your materi-
al handling, including racking and warehousing systems.

Service Capabilities: The service capabilities of your dealer 
will help ensure that your unit is well taken care of. Planned & 
periodic maintenance of your forklift, as well as manufacturer 
recommended services should all be presented to you upon 
purchase of your forklift. What is the dealer’s service response 
time - will they be out to fix the unit in a matter of hours or 
days? Are their technicians certified and trained properly? 
Don’t be afraid to ask questions!

Customer Service: This final characteristic is perhaps the most 
important. Once you purchase a forklift from your local dealer 
you should expect continued high-quality customer service. 
No business is going to be able to immediately fix everything 
for you all of the time, but the dealer you choose should do 
everything within their power to assist you. They should have 
a friendly, helpful staff as well as convenient hours of opera-
tion. Scheduling a service call, ordering a rental or parts should 
should be a stream-lined, un-complicated processes. Local 
dealers will only thrive if their customers do, so taking care of 
you should be a priority to them.

Keeping these guidelines in mind when deciding on a forklift 
will help you save time, money and frustration in the long run. 
Remember to discuss any and all questions or concerns with 
your local dealer prior to the sale. This can help avoid confu-
sion and possibly negative situations in the future. With these 
tips, your forklift purchasing should be a positive experience 
where you come out of the deal with the equipment you need 
at a price you can afford, knowing you have a strong team at 
your local dealer ready to help when you require service and 
support.

Following these general guidelines will help you make the 
most out of your short-term rental experience. Saving money, 
worry-free maintenance, instant response and quality customer 
service are all characteristics of a top-notch rental service. 

Jessica Kolkhorst is Rental Manager for Alliance Material 
Handling, Inc.’s Winchester, Virginia branch. With four locations 
along the East Coast, Alliance has served the mid-Atlantic re-
gion since 1955 with material handling rentals, service, training, 
parts, new & used equipment sales, warehouse racking / sys-
tems. They carry many industry name brands including Crown, 
Clark, Doosan, Genie, Sellick, Terex, Princeton and more. Visit 
http://www.alliancemat.com/ today and let Alliance Material 
Handling become your provider of choice!
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Forklifts should receive adequate attention especially when it 
comes to safety. Various potential hazards are associated with 
forklift operation. A complete check before forklift operation will 
ensure not only forklift driver safety, but also other employees and 
company assets.

A forklift safety checklist will help ensuring its safety condition. 
It will help you identify any problem and potential problem with 
forklift. Having forklift safety checklist is essential and it shall be 
provided within your plant site.

Questions in the safety checklist should be answered with Yes or 
No and complete with remark or comment if the answer is No.

Feature STORY
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General information

Name of workplace

Division/Department/Section

Running location

Identification of forklift

Work description (brief)

Workplace conditions

Is the operating area completely separated 
from walkers?

Are there clear and enough safety signs 
which warn walkers against forklift?

Are walker pathway and zebra crossings 
granted?

Are workers completely prohibited to cross 
forklift pathway?

Are mirrors presented at the entire blind 
spots?

Are modifications to the operating area and 
any other workplace design informed to 
entire related workers?

Forklift part check

Does the forklift specification meet the 
operating requirement?

Is clear forklift load chart provided?

Is seat belt provided?

Does the maximum speed controlled?

Do horn, reversing beeper, proximity indica-
tor and flashing light function properly?

Is falling object protective structure of FOPS 
provided on the forklift?

Are the maintenance performed regularly?

Are forklift maintenance and repair records 
maintained?

Is there enough fuel inside forklift?

Is forklift battery charged?

Are the forklift tires fully inflated?

Are the tires pressure enough and safe?

Are the tires in good conditions?

Do the forklift brakes work?

Is the steering work well?

Does the gear control work?

Are the left and right mirrors available and 
clear?

Do all indicators and gauges function 
properly?

Are there any liquid leaks from the forklift?

Are fuel, oil, hydraulic fluid and coolant 
levels enough?

Is portable fire extinguisher fitted on the 
forklift?

Is wearing hard hat a must for forklift 
operators?

Have other personal protective equipment 
such as eye goggles, ear plugs and safety 
shoes to be worn?

Forklift Operators/Drivers

Do forklift operators or drivers have forklift 
driving license or forklift certificate?

Does the driver understand the load chart?

Are appropriate training provided?

Have forklift drivers been given related 
training?

Do the drivers know exactly the workplace 
layout in the plant site?

Do forklift drivers follow the pathways 
correctly?

Are forklift drivers or operators in good 
health?

Does the forklift driver know the maximum 
speed?

Working System

Are there speed limits for powered equip-
ment on site?

Are there appropriate traffic management 

plans at the plant site to prevent collision 
of forklifts with people and other mobile 
equipment by separating them in time or 
space?

Are all safety procedures related to fork-
lift inspection, operation, clean up and 
maintenance established, maintained and 
communicated to related workers?

Does monitoring and supervision system 
for ensuring all safety procedures imple-
mentation work?

Do work schedules remove completely the 
necessity for extreme forklift speed?

Are uncertified drivers allowed to operate 
forklift?

Is loads checking always performed for sta-
bility to guarantee they are not dislocated 
from the forklift during loading, traveling 
and unloading?

Is load weight always checked before load-
ing to avoid overloaded?

Is load always lowered prior to the forklift 
being in motion?

Is safe distance from the edge of ramps, 
docks, drains, gutters, floor openings and 
any other opening and obstacles estab-
lished to prevent forklift accident?

Are every ramp or dock edges safeguarded 
and visibly marked?

Is it allowed to lift workers using forklift to 
do certain job?

Is it allowed to use forklift for doing other 
jobs instead of lifting?

Is the procedure for the safe battery 
charging or fuel filling established?

Countermeasures and follow up are 
required before the forklift can be used; if 
there is at least one answer ‘NO’ to any of 
these above questions in the safety check-
list. They have to be completed to ensure 
forklift safety.

Lukman Nulhakiem is a chemical engineer 
who has a lot of experiences in hazard rec-
ognition and hazard control studies. Visit 
his blog cemicalplantsafety.net to learn 
more about safety in chemical plant and 
workplace in general.
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Anti-Slip Materials Can Protect Building 
Owners Against Financial Loss



Slipping and falling can cause major injuries, and if the incident happens on your 
property, it can cost you major money. Each year, businesses pay billions of dollars 
in workers compensation payments and liability settlements to victims-money 
most businesses can avoid paying when they implement the right safety measures.

Preventing slip and fall injuries can be as simple as implementing preventive mate-
rials in building areas where accidents routinely occur, such as entryways, stair-
wells, and areas where slick substances accumulate. As an example of how much 
your business could save by investing in quality materials, consider the recent 
cases below (names and locations have been omitted to prevent any defamation 
claims):

·	 A restaurant customer broke his arm in several places when he slipped and 
fell on a wet floor. Doctors stated that several surgeries would be needed to 
correct the injury, as the man had a preexisting, debilitating bone disorder. 
The man’s wife also received a settlement: $75,000 for loss of consortium.

·	 A resident at a posh apartment complex in New York slipped and fell in the 
entryway of his apartment building, breaking his ankle in three places. After 
considering the pain and suffering he experienced because of the incident, a 
jury awarded him a sizeable sum. Had anti-slip materials such as preventive 
tape been present in the entryway, the man may have retained his balance.

·	 A man slipped and fell in a pet store as he pulled a bag of cat litter from the 
shelf. The fall resulted in injures to his foot that required surgery, and caused 
him to miss work for seven months. After considering the man’s injuries, lost 
wages, and pain and suffering, a jury awarded him a sizeable amount.

Compensation for slip and fall injuries can range from a few thousand dollars to 
multiple millions of dollars, and the expensive cases can happen just as easily 
as the inexpensive ones. This is why building owners should take every measure 
available to protect themselves from these costly cases, including applying nonslip 
materials.

Tips for Installation

Different buildings have different areas that could cause slip and fall injuries. 
Therefore, the strategy should be to identify the unique danger areas of a build-
ing-a task best assisted by a safety inspector. As mentioned above, entryways, 
stairwells, and areas where slippery substances accumulate are hot spots for acci-
dents. Ramps, catwalks, and sets of steps are other areas of occurrence.

Anti-Slip Materials Can Protect Building 
Owners Against Financial Loss

By Robert J. Hartl
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As the slip and fall cases above demonstrate, they are more 
than physically dangerous for building occupants; they are 
financially dangerous for businesses that end up in the defen-
dant’s seat. If your business does not have anti-slip materials 
installed in the right areas of its building, contact a supplier of 
anti-slip tape today, and start protecting your business against 
these cases.

Where to Apply Non-Slip Material

Slip and fall injuries could happen in any building area, but 
certain areas are likelier to cause the injuries than others are. 
Below are four building areas where injuries routinely occur:

Entryways

During rainy or snowy weather, entryways can be a magnet for 
slips and falls, especially when the floor is smooth. Some build-
ing owners install permanent anti-slip systems in entryways, 
but applying anti slip materials in the form of non-slip tape is 
less expensive, and works just as well.

Walking Ramps

Most walking ramps rams have a low angle, but even the lowest 
angle can cause building occupants to lose their balance. This 
is why most municipalities require ramps to be outfitted with 
handrails, but even when handrails are present, many building 
occupants refrain from using them. Therefore, outfitting walk-
ing ramps with non-slip material is an important measure for 
preventing slips and falls.

Stairs

Because the victim often tumbles to the base of the stairs, stair-
wells are the sites of some of the worst slip and fall injuries. 
To keep them from happening, building owners should place 
non-slip material on the leading edge of each step. Applying 
photoluminescent egress marking materials that glow in the 
dark adds an additional measure of safety.

Ladders

Because the victim typically falls straight down, falling from a 
ladder can be as injurious as falling down a stairwell. Building 
owners whose facilities have ladders that lead to catwalks or 
equipment with permanently installed ladders are especially 
susceptible to lawsuits associated with ladder falls. Applying 
traction material to each ladder rung is the best way to prevent 
slips and falls from ladders.

If you are considering installing non-skid tape in your building, 
but you have questions about its effectiveness and application, 
the answers below can be helpful:

Can the tape stand up to heavy residues?

Non skid tapecan be purchased in a grade that retains its anti 
slip quality in the presence of oil, diesel fuel, mud and other 
substances that render standard anti slip materials ineffective. 
High grade anti slip material is ideal for applying at equipment 

stations and maintenance areas where oil, degreaser, and simi-
lar liquids are applied to machinery.

Is the tape available in photoluminescent form?

Non-skid tape is now available in photoluminescent form. If 
your municipality requires the egress paths of commercial 
buildings to contain luminescent egress markings, implement-
ing them in the form of non-skid tape is an excellent strategy 
for increasing evacuation safety.

How long does the tape remain in place?

The length of time that non-skid material remains in place 
depends on its surface quality and adhesive quality. When 
industrial grade material is used, it can stay in place for years 
before it needs replacement, making it the most affordable no-
slip solution for commercial and industrial buildings.

How does the tape compare to permanent anti slip systems?

The greatest difference between nonskid materials and 
permanent anti slip systems is price. The former is extremely 
affordable, but the latter can be expensive. When the material 
is applied correctly, it can function as effectively as a permanent 
anti slip system.

Does the tape require professional installation?

No. Your building maintenance personnel can install the tape 
without a problem. However, they may need to consult profes-
sional references for installing the product, depending on the 
laws of your municipality.

Are there laws that govern the implementation of anti slip 
material?

Your municipality may have laws that require you to implement 
anti slip material in certain areas of your building. If so, not 
implementing it could result in mounting fines.

Conclusion

Depending on the severity of the injury, it could become a 
major financial setback for a building owner. With attorney fees 
included, the cost of a slip and fall case could easily reach the 
seven-figure mark.

If your building does not have non slip materials applied in 
areas where slips and falls routinely occur, do not risk becoming 
the defendant in a case. Contact a manufacturer of non-slip 
tape and get the anti-slip protection your building needs today.

Non-slip materials in the form of non-slip tape should be 
applied to ramps, stairs, ladders, and in entryways to 
prevent slip and fall injuries.
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With energy costs spiraling ever higher, an effective way to improve 
industrial energy saving is by switching from mineral (Crude) based 
oils to synthetic oils.

How can machine lubricants increase energy efficiency? Energy 
efficiency, quite simply, is the power you get out vs the power you 
put in. Power loss manifests itself as temperature, i.e., friction in 
bearings, seals or gear sets. By reducing the losses we improve 
energy efficiency.

In manufacturing, conveyors that routinely use worm drives to 
move product are prime candidates for high-efficiency synthetic 
oils. Bottling and brewing companies, as well as mining operations 
which have several conveyor gearboxes, would clearly achieve 
great industrial energy saving using synthetic oils that provide high 
efficiency.

Although a gear set’s efficiency is determined by the gear type, 
high-efficiency synthetic oils(synthetic lubricants based on polygly-
col and PAOs) provide industrial energy saving in most gear appli-
cations over mineral oils. Gears with low sliding percentages, such 
as spur and bevel gears, will show less improvement in efficiency, 
while gears with high percentages, such as worm and hypoid gears, 
will produce greater industrial energy saving, as much as 7%.

Using synthetic lubricants reduces operating temperature which 
not only results in improved efficiency but also increases the life of 
the system.

Synthetic lubricants have a proven track record of improving effi-
ciency as well as enhancing and prolonging equipment life. Accord-
ing to some studies, switching from mineral-based oil to synthetic 
oil can cut production costs by 2% to 8%.

There are several options when selecting lubricants for a gear-
box or machine. Those options range from mineral-based oils to 
synthetic oils to semi-synthetic oils. As manufacturers look aim to 
run smoother, smarter and gain industrial energy saving, lubricant 
selection has a meaningful effect on the bottom line. That’s why 
engineers need to understand the benefits and applications of 
high-quality synthetic lubricants.

It’s well proven that synthetic lubricants offer greater stability, 
have a positive effect on wear protection and fatigue of lubricated 
components, and extend the operating lives of gearboxes and ma-
chines, while also achieving an industrial energy saving.

So while the initial cost of synthetic lubricants might be higher, it 
can be justified by the extended life of the gearbox or machine, 
which contributes to a more reliable production process, and the 
on-going industrial energy saving. And the cost difference between 
mineral based oils and synthetics is reducing; to the point where, if 
one ways up all the benefits of synthetic oils, it’s more often than 
not, worth spending more on the initial investment. The indus-
trial energy saving over time would usually in itself, make up the 
difference.

The impact on the environment as a result of extended oil change 
intervals expected when using synthetic lubricants, is also re-
duced. As are disposal costs resulting from safe disposal of the 
old oil. high-efficiency synthetic oils also improve the energy 
efficiency of the equipment, which helps industrial energy 
saving, and reduces CO2 emission and helps protect our 
environment.

In a nutshell: using synthetic oils is a means to immediately achieve 
industrial energy saving, cost savings and reduce the impact of 
industry on the environment.

Habot is a specialist synthetic lubricant producer, specializing in 
high quality oil for industrial, aerospace, mining, marine and auto-
motive applications. We have been producing specialized quality 
synthetic lubricants for 20 years and have achieved great success 
in the mining and aerospace markets. For more information visit us 
at: http://habot.co.za/.

Significant Industrial Energy 
Saving Using Synthetic Oil

By Peter J Els   
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Critical to Industrial Safety
By Tom Cartwright   

A standard perception is that industrial security consists of 
access control and theft deterrence. The issues of personal and 
personnel safety are equally critical to the overall health of any 
company. Personal safety is each individual’s responsibility, 
assuming there is a safe work environment. Your security oper-
ation should routinely observe the overall operation and report 
any obvious or suspicious deviations within the environment. 
Safety at the department or company level is very much related 
to your overall security operation. Underlying all security efforts 
within your company must be a philosophy that insists on creat-
ing and maintaining a strong and safe work environment.

Properly trained security officers are an integral part of any 
health and safety plan. In today’s regulatory environment, with 
the involvement of multiple governmental agencies, compli-
ance can seem overwhelming. The cost of compliance, while 
expensive, is small when compared to the cost of accidents 
resulting from non-compliant conditions and actions. Insurance 
companies and regulatory agencies recognize the benefits of 
a comprehensive plan and often will reduce your premiums 
if you have such plans in place. On-site security guards are an 
important resource to ensure day-to-day implementation and 
compliance.

A thorough safety plan will encompass health and safety 
regulations which apply to specific areas of your company. By 
investing the effort necessary to create an effective safety plan, 
potential hazards are identified and methods to mitigate any 

danger will be devised. The implementation of the safety plan 
is enhanced by security officers who understand the plan and 
who recognize proper and improper procedures. Access to 
potentially dangerous operations must be tightly controlled to 
reduce the chance of injury to untrained workers.

Guards who understand the safety aspects of your operation 
will have an awareness of what is normal, and more impor-
tantly, what is not. Early recognition of a potentially unsafe 
situation greatly reduces the chance of a catastrophic accident, 
both to personnel and your facility. Your security program is 
only as effective as your least informed employee. An incident 
is going to happen regardless of how well you prepare or how 
hard you try to avoid it. What counts is how much damage you 
can avoid by early and effective detection and mitigation with 
countermeasures.

For over 60 years, Industrial Security Service has combined 
the best security guards with the best security practices. 
The result has been consistent growth and long-term 
relationships due to very satisfied clients. Because of our 
commitment to maintaining ISO 9001 certification and 
continuous improvement, our customers consistently 
tell us that we deliver dependable, reliable top-quality 
unarmed industrial security and corporate guard services. 
We are the most trusted Industrial Security Service 
provider in the business.
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